
 

 

Category: Consumer Relations Campaign 

Company: Cirkle 

Entry title: Mr Kipling 'Bou-Cake' 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 
How did we ensure Mr Kipling captured the imagination of the public and the PR industry, in 
the cluttered Valentine‟s Day „space‟? Don‟t be fooled by the simplicity of 
our campaign. It represented a breakthrough creative moment and became one of the PR 
industry‟s most talked about Valentine‟s Day campaigns. „Catching fire‟ across social media, 
„Bou-Cake‟ helped generate sales for Mr Kipling, with PR being the only comms driver. 
Budget: £20k 
 
Brief & Objectives: Drive awareness of Mr Kipling‟s limited edition range of Valentine‟s Day 
cake packs amongst women aged 20+. KPIs: deliver 35 pieces of quality editorial, 10 
positive Blogger pieces, 1 x piece of TV coverage. 
 
We interpreted this as „drive fame and sales‟. 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
Insight-Mining: The brief was, in effect, to publicise the new Mr Kipling pack names for its 
Valentine‟s Day cakes – there was no product innovation, so it was essential that we found a 
way of creating NEWS in the absence of any. 
Our planning process included focus group research to gain insight around Valentine‟s Day 
– naturally, FLOWERS came out top for things that were synonymous with this occasion. 
Not rocket science you say … but bear with … 
 
We also commissioned a Censuswide survey which found that 30% of women thought 
CAKE would be a thoughtful gift for Valentine‟s Day. Again, not rocket science, but watch 
what we did by combining Flowers with Cake!. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
We combined the simple insights around FLOWERS + CAKE to feed our creative platform, 
coming up with a true „media moment‟ through a brutally simple concept and a play on a 
bouquet … with „Bou-Cake‟. We brought „Bou-Cake‟ to life by creating visually arresting, 
stunning bouquets comprising pink roses and Mr Kipling Battenbergs, French Fancies and 
Cherry Bakewell cakes. 
 



Putting „Bou-Cake‟ at the heart of a multi-layered strategic influencer campaign, we set 
about driving column inches, positive endorsements, talkability and social sharing … and 
ultimately Mr Kipling cake sales. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
Creating a contra deal with a high end florist, we created a limited edition number of 
handmade „Bou-Cakes‟ and unleashed them on 100 key influencers. These included media 
(national newspapers, women‟s magazines, radio stations), online influencers (bloggers, 
vloggers) and celebrities including Eamon Holmes – a self confessed Mr Kipling fan, X 
Factor winners and radio presenters. We also put a limited edition number of „Bou-Cakes‟ up 
for sale (at the florist who created them) as well as selecting 10 influential Bloggers to offer a 
„Bou-Cake‟ to their followers through competitions on their Twitter and Instagram feeds. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
„Brand Love‟ was definitely in the air in the run up to Valentine‟s Day for Mr Kipling as it 
became part of the cultural zeitgeist. 
 
Commercial Results : 
Our Valentine‟s Day activity helped deliver +12.5% growth yoy for Mr Kipling with PR 
being the only comms driver. (IRI rolling 4 weeks to 18th Feb 2017) 
 
Of the limited edition „Bou-Cakes‟ that went on sale in the florist, all of them sold out in the 
run up to Valentine‟s Day 
 
Coverage & social media results: 
The campaign generated 57 pieces of quality editorial coverage (smashing KPI‟s by +58%). 
 
Results included The Sun, Evening Standard, Daily Mail, City AM and Daily Express (who 
referred to „Bou-Cake‟ as „better than Interflora‟). 
 
Coverage also appeared in high end titles where Mr Kipling had never been before … Vogue 
and Tatler (who referred to it as „out of this world‟). 
 
Broadcast editorial included ITV‟s Lorraine (Bou-Cake was shown 9 times) and a 10 minute 
discussion on Chris Moyles‟ Radio X Breakfast Show. 
 
Catching fire across social media:#mrkipling achieved Trending status on Twitter 
(across London, Birmingham, Bournemouth, Bristol, Coventry, Derby, Nottingham, 
Portsmouth, Leicester). 
 
„Bou-Cake‟ became Chris Moyles‟ second highest liked (6k) Instagram post and received 
11.7k likes on Eamon Holmes‟ Instagram post in just one day 
 
We achieved 14.1m social media impressions, +700% increase in online brand 
mentions during the campaign and our Blogger-hosted competitions to win a „Bou-Cake‟ 
received a whopping 15,000 entries 
 
Total OTS = 130m. 
PR Industry Sentiment 
The campaign was voted as one of the Top 2 campaigns for Valentine‟s Day by PR Week 
readers - beating Paddy Power and Land Rover. 
 
PR Week covered the case study in their weekly campaign round up. 



 
„Bou-Cake‟ was also singled out by MHP‟s Creative Director (he of Missing Type 
campaign) as „winning Valentine‟s Day‟, whilst PR stunt specialists Taylor Herring cited it as 
„one of the best Valentine‟s Day campaigns‟. 
 
Client Delight: 
Premier Foods (owner of Mr Kipling) has held the campaign up to its wider business as an 
example of best-in-class PR, garnering positive reactions and sharing across Linked In from 
senior management and brand teams – all creating high impact, internal buzz. 
 
“This „best in class‟ campaign achieved a phenomenal ROI which drove amazing results in 
store.” Jo Agnew, Brand Director, Premier Foods 
 
“Love it, well done to your team.” Gavin Darby, CEO, Premier Foods 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Some of the most powerful and successful PR campaigns are those that are led with the 
simplest insight with a cleverly applied creative that resonates with the target 
audience to spark widespread conversation. „Bou-Cake‟ is in that league. Social media 
shares and coverage proved how powerful our visually arresting „Bou-Cake‟ concept and 
accompanying photography were, in a campaign that also drove commercial increases for 
Mr Kipling and hugely positive sentiment from the PR industry – what better measure of 
creative impact. 
 
The results speak for themselves, driving commercial sales of Mr. Kipling cakes for a very 
modest budget of £20k and substantial return on investment. 
 


